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16/01/2020

W E COX CLAIMS GROUP (EU) SAS
Dear all,
Whilst 2020 has been one of the strangest and most challenging in our history, we look forward
to 2021 with excitement and anticipation. As well as being the 60th anniversary of the founding
of W E Cox by William (Bill) E. Cox, we are delighted to announce further exciting news that will
ensure the continued success of W E Cox for a further 60 years and beyond.
As many of you will know W E Cox has had a surveying presence in France since 2016, firstly with
CWH Europe and following the 2018 merger with E.L. Johnson’s Sons & Mowat, CWH Johnsons
International. With offices in Lille and Marseille and a dedicated team of surveyors across Europe,
CWH Johnsons International has developed into one of the leading marine, cargo and freight
liability surveying companies in Europe. Naturally we have received requests to assist beyond
surveying and are delighted to be able to announce the launch our new European Head Office in
France, W E COX CLAIMS GROUP (EU) SAS.
Complimenting W E Cox Claims Group’s established hub offices in Australia, Singapore, Hong
Kong, Malaysia and the USA, W E COX CLAIMS GROUP (EU) SAS are delighted to be able to provide
our clients with a full claims service from Discovery to Recovery through W.E. Cox & Co.
(Recoveries), W.E. Cox Claims Group Europe, CWH Johnsons International and ELJ Sales, within
France and wider Europe from 1st January 2021.
W E COX CLAIMS GROUP (EU) SAS will utilise the current offices in Lille and Marseille and will be
headed up by Marie-Laure Mirrione who has been promoted to European Director. Marie-Laure
will report directly to the board of W E Cox and for those of you that do not know her, has over
30 years of marine claims, recovery and survey experience including considerable time as a P&I
correspondent and Lloyd’s Agent.
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European Director Marie-Laure; “having been part of the W E Cox family since 2016 I am
delighted to have the opportunity to help move the company forward and look forward to using
my experience to develop W E COX CLAIMS GROUP (EU) SAS as the leading provider of claims,
recovery and associated services within Europe”
For further details of the services that W E COX CLAIMS GROUP (EU) SAS offer please contact
Marie-Laure at:
Marie-Laure Mirrione
European Director
W E COX CLAIMS GROUP (EU) SAS
15, Avenue Robert Schuman
« Villa d’Este »
13002 Marseille
France
www.wecoxclaimsgroup.com
Email: MarieLaureMirrione@w-e-cox.eu
Mobile: +33 7 79 73 34 96
W E Cox Claims Group are delighted to support Marie-Laure in this exciting new venture and on
behalf of the board of W E Cox Claims Group we would like to take this opportunity to thank each
and every one of you for your support which has enabled us to take this step into mainland
Europe as a Group, and to wish you all a very merry Christmas and a happy, prosperous and most
of all healthy 2021.
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